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Syntactic zombies and other 
beasts
Experiments with human-like interfaces to machine learning 
models



Humans have interfaces

• We know how to interact with people, how to communicate with them


• Depending on our own abilities we can perceive some of the interfaces other 
people support


• We can speak, listen, observe movement and expression


• All this is now often mediated by technology, so we get text, video, audio 
versions of these interfaces



• I'm going to talk about some experiments with machine learning and 
computer mediated versions of these kinds of human-adjacent interfaces


• I've got some ideas about why these are the wrong interfaces to use


• Hopefully you'll find it interesting and funny


The first experiment is about text and writing



Communicating via text: the real_*s

• Machine learning is statistical prediction based on a some dataset (a ‘model’)


• GPT-2 is a giant model based on a public web crawl (Reddit and other public 
sources)


• You can retrain it relatively quickly with your own text sources (e.g. text 
messages, or slack messages)


• You essentially get an autocomplete bot that takes on the characteristics of 
the text you retrained it with - i.e. it responds to messages with something 
plausible, and distinctive







• What's nice is that these bots are both reasonably grammatical and also 
retain some characteristics of the person whose data you trained them on


• However, no-one would spend long believing they are really people


Next up: voice



Listening and talking: synths

• For work, I recorded 80 pages of text and had my voice synthesised, for a 
project we’re doing on regional accents, using an (open source) deep 
convolutional network


• I can now say anything as me. I could anyway, but now I don’t have to use my 
face



Synth_barnoid

• For Barney’s birthday, me and a friend / colleague Tim tried to make his voice 
and put it in a robot that could understand speech to text (me and Barney had 
been thinking about this for a while, so, nice surprise?)


• We only had 20 minutes of him speaking


• It turned out a bit weird



• This work shows that it's reasonably straightforward to generate a synthetic 
version of your own voice that more or less sounds like you


• Incidentally, a Pi 3 can also do 50-60% accurate speech-to-text too, so it's 
possible to make a homebrew Alexa with your own voice (though you need a 
powerful computer to generate the audio in real-time).


Next up: expression detection



Reading and simulating expression: Zoom rabbit

• Using face.api in node (plus non-ML in-browser speech detection)


• 5*5 led matrix to "replicate" my expression


• Appears in Zoom etc



• This expression detection is used in lots of places and often misdescribed as 
"emotion detection"


• There aren't many expression datasets to choose from



It's easy (and fun) to make these "AIs"

• Text bots that respond plausibly


• Voice synths for talking (and speech to text for "listening")


• Expression detection (and "emulation")



Commercial equivalents

• Text interfaces


• -> Tay 😱 and simple chatbots on web pages


• Voice synths for talking (and speech to text for "listening")


• -> Alexa and her ilk


• Expression detection (and emulation)


• -> VTubers, interview candidate selection etc



• Mine are obviously "syntactic zombies" with no understanding of the meaning 
of what they respond to, only the patterns in the surface


• I'd argue that the difference between my simple bestiary and commercial 
"AIs" is money and effort


• These things lack any common sense, they lack a sense of being a thing in 
the world, and this makes them intrinsically shallow and easily confused



• I think these experiments indicate something about a slight of hand, effected 
by companies appropriating human-like interfaces for "AIs"


• They are reusing human interfacing mechanisms to lend them a degree of 
sentience and individuality they don't deserve


• Worse, these interface choices blur the line between human and machine to 
hide the comparative brilliance of humans and all the human labour that went 
into their datasets



Better suggestions?

• Like Tristan I think that we need to find better metaphors to explain AI's 
capabilities more honestly


• Then to use these to inspire imaginative interfaces


• At some level it's about statistical literacy, so it's far from easy


Here are some ideas -



Metaphor: A giant distribution centre

It needs to be designed, built, cared for 
and maintained by an army of humans, 
even if some parts are automated


Interfaces will be formal, documented, 
inflexible, physical, contractural, 
monetised.


An example might be formal, explainable 
ML contracts for job application filtering.



Metaphor: A slug

Has some basic behaviours, responds to 
its environment within its limitations, has 
some actions it is very good at, but 
cannot learn new things outside its core 
skills.


Interfaces will be simple, fixed, slimy.


Examples might be on-phone photo 
classification ML. Still needs an 
indication of certainty and "undo".



A complex chemical filter

A complex matching technology, 
specialised to particular purposes, 
custom made.


Interfaces will be specific, custom, 
complex, and you'll probably need a 
specialist to help you make them. 


An example might be a custom 
recommendations system for a large 
media provider.




• These are just examples, but all of them have a common thread


• User interfaces to "AIs" need more friction in general, not less


• Using human-like interfaces is both misleading and raises expectations 
further than they can be met



Thanks!
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